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1. Introduction. LetD bethe unit disk {Izll}. A holomorphic
unction f(z) in D is said to belong to the class N o unctions of
bounded characteristic if

T(r, f)--
2z J0

log f(re)ldO--O(1) as rl. (1.1)

A unction f(z) e N is said to belong to the class N/ [2, p. 25] if

1} log+ f(re) dO= log+ f(e) dO. (1.2)

We showed in [7] that the class N/ becomes an F-space in the sense o
Banach [1, p. 51] with the distance unction

P(f’ g) ---zl f o- log +, g( ,0)I)de (1.3)

The space N/ with this metric (1.3) is not locally convex and not loc-
ally bounded [7, corollary to Theorem 2]. But N/ has sufficiently many
continuous linear unctionals to orm a dual system (N/)*, N/> in
the sense of Dieudonn and Mackey [5, p. 88].

Duren, Romberg, and Shields [3] studied the dual space (H)* o
H, 0p 1, and defined the containing Banach space B (H)**.
Treating the corresponding problems or N/, instead of H, we defined
the containing Frchet space F/ or the class N/ [8]. We will show
in this note that F/ is nothing but the second dual (N/)** of N/, and
will obtain some results on its properties.

2. The space (N/)**o We denote by S the collection o complex
sequences {b} such that

lim {(1//n) log+ bl)<0. (2.1)

(2.1) means" there are constants K--K({b}), c=.c((b})>O such that

bI<=K exp [--c/n ]. (2.2)
In [7, Theorem 3] we showed"

Le$ be a continuous linear functional on N+. Then there is a
unique holomorphic function g(z)--F,bz, continuous on D, such that

for any f(z) Eaz e N+

(f) lim f(re)g(e-)dO
rl (2.3)
ab (absolutely convergent)

t--0


